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The Big Catch



If accessible,

robotics can assist as collaborative tool for:

agriculture (complex handling)

controlled environments (med labs) 

factory production (pick & place)



We look for kinetic systems:

affordable inexpensive

accessible customizable and simple to use

transportable lightweight and foldable

cheap to produce easily manufactured & replaceable

safe to interact intrinsically collaborative & reliable



Tensegrity are 

Unprecedented Structural Skins 

featuring:

minimal energy

redundancy

flexibility

We experiment towards an intelligent 
tensegrity skin, applied in soft-robotics



...when a frame with a smaller number of lines is stiff, 
certain conditions must be fulfilled...

"General Theory of Rigidity of Frameworks" 

[Maxwell 1864]

The story of tensegrity 

takes 60 years to unfold...

…from an exception of a 
principle

to the generalization of the 
problem

Tensegrity!! ...“tensile integrity”...the principle govern 
everything...all things are in duality...in black & white, in 

tension & compression...
...islands of compression in a sea of tension... 

[Fuller 1955]

...if
everything is tensegrity then tensegrity is nothing of any
particular sort; so what's the point in using that word?...

...I would define them as “endoskeletal prestressed 
structures”...

[Snelson 1984]

...let`s define them...a system in stable self-equilibrated
state comprising a discontinuous set of components inside 

a continuum of tensioned components....

[Motro 2003]



x 10−9 m
DNA model

x10−2 m
X-Piece 

by  Snelson

x100 m
Tetrahedral Vertebral 

Mast by Flemons

x101.3 m
Needle tower by 

Snelson

∞
Tensegrity Antenna

Their Applicability can widen your scope



In architecture they still pose challenges



... but opening new perspective



In space they reach out farther with less weight



In space robotics they are used in challenging mission



The Experiment

A case study of the applicability



Tensegrity are Unprecedented 
Structural Skins

We experiment towards an intelligent 
tensegrity skin, applied in soft-robotics



We designed actuated/robotic 
system with toolsets to: 

Expand freeform possibility with an 
INTEGRATED design-toolsets 

Improve AUTOMATED manufacturing 
& assembling - MASS CUSTOMIZATION

Stretch applicability with SCALABLE
processes 



SIMMETRY: 
symmetry simplify complexity of a solvable 
system

MEMBERS: 
higher the number of member constituting 
the single piece higher is the complexity

SHAPE:
controlling of the shape is difficult if aimed to 
a predetermined form

LOCAL CONTROLLED CONDITIONS:
numerical calculation approximates the real 
solutions: controlling local condition has to
mediate forces equilibrium and form stability

RENDUNDANCY: 
commonly complex systems are combination 
of simpler basic unit assembled together, 
increasing the redundancy of the structural 
framework

Their complexity depend on:

Adriaan Beukers

Rene Motro



Case study              Design Search





Extremely Lightweight framework

Higher Transportability

Cost proficient solutions

Intrinsically safe collaborative systems

Mass Customization at reach

Multiple layer complexity achievable

TENSEGIRTY systems applied in  Soft robotics 

allow:



A new hype



Market Demand
22%

35%

Robots handling < 5 Kg payload

are employed in 22% of the 

applications

are 35% of supplied robots into 

the market

weight 20 Kg averaged price of 

20.000 $



Leaders in robotics…

Lack in supplying:

Viable Lightweight solution for payload < 5Kg 

Cost effective tools

Intrinsically Safe collaborative solutions (counting 

instead in multiple sensors)

Solutions Mass Customized 

Truly Transportable systems



Extremely Lightweight framework

Cost proficient solutions

Intrinsically safe collaborative systems

Mass Customized solutions

Higher Transportability

Soft robotics - in particular TENSEGIRTY - answer 

with:

Patent Pending



Tensegrity system will allow to expand:

New applicability with new materials

Intelligent Structural Skin

Collaborative solutions for daily tasks

Personalized solutions with sustainable approaches 

In the near future …
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